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of musical historiography and sound studies.
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terms of center and context; rather, this relation
is always one of supplementarity, mutual illumi‐
nation or critique, influence, and creative appro‐
priation. As Eichner's fascinating chapter on finde-siècle redemption operas shows, Wagner pro‐
vided a "tangle of different and sometimes con‐
flicting redemption models" that were reshaped
in widely diverse ways by the "mythological op‐
eras" of other composers, such as Peter Cor‐
nelius's Gunlöd, Heinrich Vogl's Der Fremdling,
and Cyrill Kistler's Baldurs Tod (p. 119). As her de‐
tailed analysis of all four composers show, their
relationship is one of affinity and difference,
rather than centrality and context, and in this
sense her interpretive practice fortunately refuses
to adhere to her earlier theoretical propositions.
Despite these methodological issues, Eichner's
study is to be commended for her bold and deci‐
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